M O D E R N D E V I C E S FO R
MODERN LEARNING

For 35 years, Dynabook has supplied universities and professional programs around the world with the mobile computing
solutions essential in the preparation of the next-generation workforce. As no-comprise tools, Dynabook’s premium laptops
pass the test by delivering full-featured performance, ultraportable designs and long-lasting batteries. Our commitment to
quality and reliability is apparent as our professional-grade laptops are built to withstand campus life rigors. Graduate at the
top of the class with the laptop designed to challenge the status quo.

KEY FEATURES
NEW AGE COMMUNICATION

CUTTING-EDGE PROCESSOR AND
GRAPHICS PERFORMANCE

Connect, collaborate or present with classmates and
professors virtually through the Portégé X Series high
definition web camera with noise-canceling, dual
microphones for outstanding audio and visual quality.
Select models also feature a world-facing camera when in
Tablet mode.

Featuring the new 11th Gen Intel® Core™ Processor and
Intel® Iris® Xe graphics engine, Portégé laptops deliver
unmatched speed and intelligence with a new level of
graphics capabilities to enable boundary-breaking
performance and remarkable responsiveness.

LAYERS UPON LAYERS OF SECURITY

A DISPLAY FOR EVERY			
ENVIRONMENT

As a Windows Secured-core PC provider, Dynabook equips
its laptops with enterprise-grade security measures
including next-level hardware, software and identity
protection biometrics to help safeguard personal and
confidential information against physical or cyberattacks.

HEAVY ON PERFORMANCE, 		
LIGHT ON WEIGHT
Dynabook has perfected the ability to shrink, lighten and
streamline its laptop designs without compromise. With
select models starting at less than 1 kg, there is a good
chance the Portégé is the lightest device in your bag.

MODERN BATTERY LIFE
Whether in the lecture hall, library or quad, the ability to
use a laptop anywhere without worry is essential. Using
the latest battery technology and power management
enhancements, these Portégé laptops extend beyond
the school day on a single charge. If a second charge
is needed, the battery can be replenished to up to
40-percent capacity in just 30 minutes via the quick
charge feature.

These premium laptops offer a variety of screen options,
including touch for active learning, anti-glare for intense
lighting environments, high brightness for outdoor use
and privacy to protect sensitive student information.

DIGITAL INKING
For many students and educators, digital inking is
essential in the modern classroom with the popularity of
applications like Office 365 and OneNote. Dynabook sets
itself apart from the competition as the digital inking
capabilities of the Portégé X30W delivers a true pen-topaper experience for notetaking.

IN-HOUSE ADVANTAGE
Dynabook is the only major PC vendor to employ an
in-house approach for its laptops in design, engineering,
manufacturing and testing to ensure each laptop delivers
superior quality and reliability.

BENEFITS OF WINDOWS
Equipped with Windows 10 Pro, the Portégé laptops arm
users with the same software and in-demand skills used in
the workforce. As a Windows-based solution, IT
professionals can easily deploy and manage devices via
Microsoft’s Set Up Schools PCs application.
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